raise Obama's race in less overt, more sophisticated ways. Obama's bi-racial, bicultural identity actually worked in his favor, becoming a synecdoche for an "up by his bootstraps" personal narrative designed to align him with "ordinary (white)
Americans." The fact that he was raised by a single mother became a testament to his humble beginnings, rather than a symbol of familial dysfunction, as it would have been had his mother been black. Obama pressed this point home, recalling at most campaign rallies how his mother had to battle her health insurance company on her deathbed. This anecdote was particularly effective in a depressed economic climate with millions of uninsured, aligning Obama's story with the nation's economic woes.
His bi-racial, bi-national identity also became a living symbol of the nation's "melting pot" history and an indication that the Civil Rights Movement had done its job. These were points Obama memorably made in his Constitution Hall speech on race. In discussing Reverend Jeremiah Wright's inflammatory comments, Obama admitted that his former pastor was full of contradictions but declared "I can no more disown him than I can my white grandmother" a woman who admitted that she feared black men she saw on the street. He concluded, "These people are a part of me. And they are a part of America, this country that I love. Instead, the campaign participated, perhaps unwittingly, in a process of branding Arabs and Muslims suspect citizens. Though I would not go so far as to draw a direct causal link between the two processes, I do think they are at least codependent; that is, the process of making Obama the quintessential patriot needed as its gauzy backdrop the process that renders Arabs and Muslims subject to detention, surveillance and ultimately rendition. And both processes participated in a racial realignment that I would date back to the 9/11 attacks. On that day, the nation became a homeland, a move that initiated certain ideological and cultural realignments. Citizen/non-citizen and patriot/terrorist binaries were mapped onto one another, such that one's citizenship determined one's likely threat to the nation. others, but they do not reveal the more subtle ideological machinations at work in a more wide scale racial realignment. Nowhere is this racial realignment more apparent than in the "war on terror" dramas that emerged after 9/11. 24, Sleeper Cell, The Unit, to name just three, animate nativist fears and patriotic conceits simultaneously, and they do so by featuring black men in lead roles. 24 had two black presidents long before President Obama announced his Presidential campaign. Sleeper Cell and The Unit star black "law and order" men who contrast nicely with Islamic terrorists. In these instances, black is the safe bet, black is the color that lends cover to extreme tactics like torture and rendition. Now that we have our very own, real life black president, I find myself wondering just how long the taut line between blackness and U.S national identity can hold. How long until the dewy-eyed optimism of American ideals translated through Obama's bi-racial body will give way to the wide-eyed pragmatism championed so despicably by Dick Cheney and other members of the Bush administration? Will we look back on the Obama era and see it as a "kinder, gentler" "From 'Keep on Pushing' to 'Only in America': Racial Symbolism and the Obama Campaign" Cynthia A. Young, Boston College incarnation of the war on terror, a war that still depends upon the Arab/Muslim outsider for its animating logic? Obama's recent temporizing on the so-called Torture Memos and the prosecution of those responsible for America's torture suggest that this is so. I hope not, but in too rapidly shifting ideological soundtracks from "Keep on Pushing," to "Only in America," black people might find our antiracist legacy being used to produce Arabs, Muslims, and Middle Easterners as the true "un-Americans."
